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Introduction

After achieving impressive success representing image content textually (as done
by captioning models [1,2,3,4,5]; and referring expression resolution and generation [6,7,8,9]), the Vision and Language community has recently established
“Visual Dialogue” as the more challenging follow up task [10,11]. In that task, a
Questioner, prompted by some textual information (a caption) can ask an Answerer questions about an image that only the latter sees. We argue here that
this setup leads to an impoverished form of dialogue and hence to data that is
not substantially more informative than captioning data, if the goal is to model
visual dialogue. We describe our ongoing work on the MeetUp setting, where two
players navigate separately through a visually represented environment, with the
goal of being at the same location. This goal gives them a reason to describe visual content, leading to motivated descriptions, and the dynamic setting induces
an interesting split between private and shared information.
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Visual Dialogue

(a) What the ‘questioner’ sees.
(b) What the ‘answerer’ sees.
(c) Example dialog from our VisDial dataset.
Fig. 1.
The Visual Dialogue Collection
Task and an Example
Dialogue (from [10])

Figure 3: Collecting visually-grounded dialog data on Amazon Mechanical Turk via a live chat interface where one person is assigned the
role of ‘questioner’ and the second person is the ‘answerer’. We show the first two questions being collected via the interface as Turkers
interact with each other in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. Remaining questions are shown in Fig. 3c.

Figure 1 shows the environment in which the visual dialogue dataset [10] was
collected. As the example dialogue on the right indicates, this rather artificial
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one of the workers abandoned a HIT (or was disconnected)
midway, automatic conditions in the code kicked in asking
the remaining worker to either continue asking questions or
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The MeetUp Task

In contrast, we designed the MeetUp task to elicit more structured dialogue. The
task is based on a dynamic environment with several “rooms” (in the instantiation presented here, represented as images) where two dialogue participants
(players) are placed in different rooms and have to find each other. As the players
cannot see each other, but can communicate (via text messages), the only way
they can solve the task is to establish verbally whether they both currently see
the same room/image.
Our set-up extends recent efforts along the
following dimensions: 1) the task’s main goal
can be defined independently of reference, in
high-level communicative terms (namely “try
to meet up in an unknown environment”), 2)
the task is symmetric and does not need a
rigid interaction protocol (there is no instruction giver/follower), 3) there is a clear division between private information (that only
one player has access to) and public informa- Fig. 2. The scene discussed in the
tion (facts that have been publicly asserted), excerpt below
and reaching the goal involves moving information from the former state to the
latter (i.e., it involves conversational grounding [12]), 4) reference can be made to
things not currently seen, if they have been introduced into the discourse earlier
(see line 59, “I found the kitchen”). We have conducted a pilot data collection
which indicates that this setting indeed leads to interesting dialogues. We aim
to collect a sufficient number of dialogues (in the thousands) in the upcoming
weeks, in order to be able to train agents on this task.

Time

Private to A

Public

Private
to B

31

(01:45)

59

(02:50)

60
61

(02:55) −→ kitchen
(02:55) You can go [/n]orth
[/e]ast
[/s]outh
[/w]est
(03:13)
A: I am back in kitchen. It has a white marble
dining table in center
(03:29)
B: Yes. There are four chairs on the island.
(03:35)
A: Exactly
(03:37)
B: And the big Contratto poster.
(03:48)
B: Three lights above the island?
(03:53)
A: yep
(04:05)
B: /done
(04:07) A: /done
(04:10)
Well done! You are all indeed in the same room!

62
63
64
65
66
67
71
72
73

A: I am now in a kitchen with wood floors and
a poster that says CONTRATTO
....
B: Wait– I found the kitchen!
....
N

Table 1. (Discontinuous) excerpt from a MeetUp dialogue
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